
Eff ective Supermarket HVAC Design
Reduce energy and improve product display with dehumidification

SUPERMARKETS



Supermarkets use five times more energy per 
square foot than any other commercial building 
and are considered complex applications for 
heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. 
If indoor air conditions are too hot—products 
spoil, too dry—products shrink, too wet—products 
mold, too cold—customers complain. Munters 
systems cut energy costs, ensure food and 
customer safety, and provide the proper amount 
of fresh, healthy outdoor air at the precise 
temperature and humidity necessary for the 
space. With Munters, stores realize higher sales, 
lower operating costs and better indoor air 
quality for all occupants.
 Supermarkets have a unique mix of 
applications housed under one roof. Each 
application may have specific HVAC 
requirements to heat and cool the space as well 
as provide the required amount of ventilation 
air. In one part of the store, refrigerated cases 
provide a steady stream of cool air into the 
aisles, on the other side, cooking equipment 
rejects heat that must be exhausted from the 
store. The exhaust volume alone can dictate 
a large outdoor air intake to keep a positive 
pressure in the space. In addition, people and 
cooling loads fluctuate continuously during store 
operating hours.

Reduce latent loads to save energy 
Since refrigerated cases provide the majority 
of the store's sensible cooling, the latent load 

becomes the focus for HVAC designers. 
Conventional DX systems must overcool the air 
to manage the latent load and then reheat to 
maintain store comfort. Overcooling and then 
reheating air to maintain the stores humidity level 
can substantially increase energy and operating 
costs. Desiccant dehumidification is the most cost 
effective and energy efficient method to reduce 
a supermarkets moisture load.

Refrigerated cases 
Display cases are designed to operate in a 
wet bulb condition of 64°F or less. Humidity 
resulting from ventilation air and internal loads 
will increase the refrigeration load on the 
display cases and cause frost formation on the 
evaporator coils. 
 Defrost of the coils is necessary to continue 
providing refrigeration, but will increase energy 
consumption and compressor run time. The 
anti-sweat heaters that help prevent fogging on 
case doors can also consume between 25-40 
kW per hour. The amount of "on" time needed 
by these heaters is directly related to the store 
humidity level.
 The mechanical designer should reduce 
the latent load on the refrigerated display 
cases, which in return will reduce the amount of 
defrost cycles and anti-sweat heater run times. In 
addition, product display, product shelf life, and 
energy costs will benefit from having reduced 
humidity within the supermarket. 
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Overcome the supermarket HVAC application challenge
Supermarket Moisture Loads

Loads lb./hr.

People 23.2
Ventilation 424
Infiltration 31.1
Doors 37.7
Vegetable Spray 10.5
Display Cases -65.6

Moisture Removal Cost Comparison

Refrigeration Case Loads
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Source: ASHRAE Handbook

Typical Energy Cost to Remove 
120 Pounds of Water Per Hour

Dehumidifier $1.00
Air Conditioner $7.86
Produce/Dairy Cases $9.13
Meat/Deli Cases $10.62
Frozen Food Cases $14.83
Ice Cream Cases $16.72
Source: Tyler Refrigeration Advance Development
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Basic approaches to applying 
dehumidification systems

Products offered to service the unique 
supermarket environment
Munters systems cool and dehumidify 100% outdoor air using one-third the energy of conventional DX 
systems. With Munters, supermarket operators hold their store at 40- 45% RH which results in 10-15 % 
savings in the refrigerated cases operation while maintaining superior product display. Conventional 
DX systems would struggle to meet this condition while desiccant systems can cost effectively 
maintain these conditions and reduce the total store energy cost. Munters offers a variety of cooling, 
dehumidification, and energy recovery systems in various sizes and configurations to meet the building 
needs. Your customers will appreciate a fresh, well ventilated store, and comfortable customers will 
return frequently. 

Central system 
A single unit can meet all the temperature and 
humidity control needs of a typical supermarket. 
Dry air is distributed throughout the store, 
improving the comfort conditions for both 
customers and employees. Central systems do 
the work of multiple conventional units in larger 
stores.

Target air approach 
Some stores have a high concentration of 
refrigerated cases and benefit from the dry air 
directed in that zone. The majority of the stores' 
ventilation air would be processed through this 
unit, with multiple rooftop packages serving the 
general merchandise area.

The following approaches have their advantages and disadvantages and must be evaluated to 
meet the needs of the client.

Treat outdoor air separately  
The third method would be a dedicated outdoor 
air unit ducted either directly into the space or 
into a return air duct of either a central system or 
multiple roof top packages. Separate sensible and latent loads  

Sensible and latent loads for a 
supermarket are different from most 
commercial applications. The effect of the 
refrigerated display cases impacts both 
sensible and latent loads. The designer 
should account for these Case Credits to 
avoid oversizing the HVAC system.  

Treat the outdoor air before it comes 
into the store  
Ventilation air in most cases will be 
the major source of moisture. (Refer to 
ASHRAE Standard 62 guidelines). The 
designer needs to account for exhaust 
hood activity and introduce the proper 
amount of outdoor air to off set exhaust. 
Vestibules and door openings can be 
another source of moisture, so a positive 
air pressure is recommended. In terms of 
energy, it is less costly to treat outdoor 
air with the HVAC system than the 
refrigerated cases. 

Take advantage of a lower humidity to 
raise temperature for occupant comfort 
Without humidity control, maintaining 
the store at 75° F for customer comfort 
means employees are too hot, which has 
a negative effect on productivity. At 40% 
RH, employees feel comfortable even at 
75°F because at low humidity, natural 
perspiration is a highly effective cooling 
mechanism.

Maintain 40% RH, reduce
defrost cycles  
Most major case manufacturers 
recommend that the indoor humidity 
level be held at 55% RH or less. As the 
RH level is reduced, case operation is 
improved.

After reviewing the design ambient 
conditions for the supermarket's location, 
you must calculate the sensible load and 
latent load independently to properly 
select and size the HVAC system.

Design practices 
to observe

DryCool® Standard (HCU) dehumidification 
utilizing waste heat recovery

IceDry® frozen food box storage 
dehumidification
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• FreezeAire® Loading dock freezer 
dehumidification



• Munters locations

Munters Corporation

Tel: (800) 843-5360   E-mail: dhinfo@munters.com   
www.munters.com
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Australia Phone +61 2 8843 1588, dh.info@munters.com.au Austria Phone +43 1 6164298-0, luftentfeuchtung@munters.at Belgium Phone +32 
1528 5611, info@muntersbelgium.be Brazil Phone +55 41 3317 5050, munters@com.br Canada Phone +1 905 858 5894, dhinfo@munters.com  
China Phone +86 10 8041 8000, info@munters.com.cn Czech Republic Phone +420 544 211 434, info@munters-odvlhcovani.cz Denmark Phone 
+45 4495 3355, info@munters.dk Finland Phone +358 20 776 8230, laitemyynti@ munters.fi France Phone +33 1 3411 5757, dh@munters.
fr Germany Phone +49 4087 96900, mgd@munters.de India Phone +91 20 668 18 900, info@munters.in Italy Phone +39 0183 52 11, marketing@
munters.it Japan Phone +81 3 5970 0021,mkk@munters.co.jp Korea Phone +82 2761 8701, munters@munters.co.kr Mexico Phone +52 722 270 40 
49, munters@munters.com.mx Netherlands Phone +31 172 433231, vochtbeheersing@munters.nl Poland Phone +48 58305 3517, dh@munters.pl  
Singapore Phone +65 6744 6828, info@munters.com.sg South Africa Phone +27 11 997 2000, info@munters.co.za Spain Phone +34 91 640 
09 02, marketing@munters.es Sweden Phone +46 8 626 63 00, avfuktning@munters.se Switzerland Phone +41 52 343 8886, info.dh@munters.ch  
Thailand Phone +66 2642 2670, info@munters.co.th Turkey Phone +90 216 548 1444, info@muntersform.com UAE +971 4887 6462, middle.east@
munters.com United Kingdom Phone +44 1480 432243, info@munters.co.uk USA Phone+1 978 241 1100, dhinfo@munters.com Vietnam Phone +84 8 
8256 838, vietnam@muntersasia.com

Munters is a global leader in energy efficient
air treatment and climate solutions. 

Using innovative technologies, Munters creates the perfect climate for customers in a wide 
range of industries, the largest being food, pharmaceutical and data center sectors. 

Munters has been defining the future of air treatment since 1955. Today, around 3,500 
employees carry out manufacturing and sales in more than 30 countries. Munters reports 

annual net sales in the region of SEK 6 billion and is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.  

For more information, please visit www.munters.com.


